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Key: A then G, this song is key on G# and F# in acoustic version

Tuning: Standard EADGBe

Chords used:
F#m - 244222
D -   xx0232
A -   x02220
E -   022100
Bm -  x24432
C#m - x46654
G -   320033
D -   xx0232
C -   x32010
G# -  466544

Intro: F#m--D-- x2

Verse 1:
              A
Singing about oh love
it s a brittle madness
Bm
  I sing about it in
              C#m
all my sadness it s
not falsified to say that
D             A
I found god so inevitably well
               Bm
It still exists pale
and fine I can t dismiss
      C#m
And I won t resist and if
              D
I die well at least I tried

Chorus 1:



            A
And we just lay awake in
E        Bm
lust and rust in the
rain And pour over
     A               E
everything we say we trust
   Bm
It happened again I listened
           A
in through hallways and thin
E               Bm
doors Where the rivers unwind
                       D
rust and in the rain endure
The rust and the rain so thin
        (hold)
and I m in like Flynn again

Interlude: F#m--D--

Verse 2:
   A                Bm
So go on place your order now
      C#m
Cause some other time is
D                A
right around the clock you can
 Bm                   C#m
stand in line well it finally
       D                  A
begins oh just around the block
        Bm
You can have your pick if your
 C#m            D
stomach is sick whether you eat
   A                     Bm
or not And there is just one
                  A
thing I almost forgot
oh it s you and me

Chorus 2:
   A
we lay awake in
E        Bm
lust and rust in the
rain And pour over
     A               E
everything we say we trust



   Bm
It happened again I listened
           A
in through hallways and thin
E               Bm
doors Where the rivers unwind
the rivers unwind so easy 
These are the comforts that be 

Bridge:
             G           D
You see well I m feeling lucky
   C                      G
oh well maybe that s just me
     G                 D
Well you d be so proud of me
   C
oh well if you could only
G        G
see That we re gonna
D
grow on up to be ah yes
C(hold)                G-G#-
We are thick as thieves

Interlude: A-Bm-C#m-D-A-Bm-A

(Repeat Verse 1 and Chorus 1 except last line)

I m sure

Chorus 3:
             A            E
Because I am in so far to know
               Bm
the measure of love ainâ€™t loss
Love will never ever be
A            E
In so far to know the
           Bm
measure of love ainâ€™t loss
Love will never ever be
A            E
In so far to know the
           Bm
measure of love ainâ€™t loss
                        D
Love will never ever be lost on me



                    (hold)
Oh, not tonight see love

Outro:
                   F#m
will never ever be lost on me
                        D
Love will never ever be lost on me
Love will not be love
              F#m
will never be lost on me
              D          (hold)
Love will not be lost on me


